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ABSTRACT 

Sound level measurement is used to assess sound within any environment, never more so 

than in hospitals. This is due to the negative effects that high sound level can have on patients 

and staff. However, other ways of exploring sound and the soundscape within the hospital 

context have been used: sound art has conveyed the experiences of heart transplant patients. 

Art may act as juxtaposition to objective sound level measurement but the two fundamentally 

attempt to depict attributes of the soundscape. Using theory from design and concepts from 

art a framework is presented for designing a positive soundscape experience. This is not 

through the addition of sound per-se but through creatively communicating the information 

contained within a soundscape to enable the everyday listener to interpret a cacophony of 

hospital sounds more positively. In representing visual communication of sound as a design 

object, a new way to explore sound may exist. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sound can be as defined pressure fluctuations in the air that stimulate the auditory systems 

(Plack, 2005). The main function of this system is to get information from the outside world 

into the brain where it can be used to plan future behaviour (Plack, 2005, p, 62). We often 

learn and interpret environmental sounds as direct or indirect meaningful events in order to 

guide this behavior (Keller and Stevens, 2004). Sound is sensory stimuli that is acted upon, 

be it physically or psychologically.  

Many things create sound, from the wind in the trees through to products with a 

formally ‘designed’ sound such as a car. Acoustic metrics can be and are used to capture and 

analyze such sounds. Sound level and more specifically one of its measurements decibels 

(dB), is commonly used. A decibel is a unit of sound (Plack, 2005, p, 243) and can be 

analyzed with an A-weighted filter (dBA) to represent hearing response at low sound level, 

mainly below 60dB (Pierre and Maguire, 2004). Often it is the dB(A) level of space that is 

carefully considered to form a view as to the ‘correct’ acoustic environment. Reporting 

features such as dB(A) and perhaps moving on to psychoacoustic metrics can add objectivity 

to the human sense of hearing. However this may still miss the personal experience of the 

sound, the communication to the individual and subsequent meaning. For example, a sound 

level of 50dB(A) can represent both traffic sound and birdsong yet these sounds elicit 

different subjective reactions (Alvarsson et al., 2010). 

SOUNDSCAPES  
Irwin et al (2011) comments that the impact of environmental noise when measured 

using sound level ignores the influence other factors may have on the subjective experience 

of the sound. Therefore, to supplement objective measures subjective perceptions can be 

recorded. Answers to questions such as “how noisy do you find your office?” or “does noise 

disturb you from working?” might provide a basic interpretation of sound within an office 

context.  

This loosely begins to consider sound as a soundscape, defined as the auditory version 

of a landscape (Schafer, 1976). This explains sound as an important and shaping feature of 

environments. A sound source produces a sound (pressure fluctuations) from a discrete point 

in space rather than spread over a wide area (Plack, 2005, p, 33). The conceptual notion of a 
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soundscape explains the collection of sources within an environment that combine to produce 

an ambient sonic environment within a given context. Expanding on this concept, Truax 

(1984, p, 32) explains that speech, music and a soundscape can be linked on the common 

basis of communication. As Plack (2005) reminds us, sound is about information to drive 

human behaviour.  A soundscape is fundamentally an information/communication source. 

Treating sound as this communication deals with the transfer of information rather than the 

traditional acoustic position of energy. Doing so deals with our cognitive understanding of 

sound (Truax, 1984). The mental product and subjectivity to soundscapes can, arguably, be of 

great value for designers aiming to elicit a positive reaction through sound. Indeed, 

soundscape planners see sound as a resource, where depletion or degradation is to be avoided 

(Brown and Muhar, 2004).  

DESIGNING SOUNDSCAPES FOR SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE  

When designing artifacts we might broadly suggest that the aim is to create a positive 

response from those who consume the design. A good example is that of automotive sound 

quality. Özcan and Egmond (2012) remark that a red sports car with its aerodynamic shape, 

soft leather, hard steering wheel and roaring engine can cause high arousal and therefore is 

experienced as thrilling and sportive.  

Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013) comment that design should not concentrate on 

creating short term material wealth but should function as a resource that addresses 

meaningful goals within people. From this, design may contribute to user happiness and 

subsequently well-being.  

A challenging area for soundscape design is within hospital environments. Despite the 

fact it is commonly known that there are strong relationships between environmental 

characteristics and human health in hospitals (Monti et al., 2012) the sonic environment of 

these spaces is yet to significantly improve. The World Health Organization (WHO) set out 

guidelines to keep sound level to a minimum in hospital environments (Berglund et al., 

2000). However, since the 1960s sound levels have risen (Busch-Vishniac et al., 2005). 

Research has considered the sound level in reference to the WHO guidelines (Akansel and 

Kaymakci, 2008, Anand et al., 2009, Tijunelis et al., 2005, Hagerman et al., 2005) and has 

generally agreed that existing levels exceed recommendations by around 20-30dB(A).  
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The authors’ own work has begun to explore the qualitative and experiential elements 

of the hospital soundscape, through interviews, lab studies and in-situ questionnaires 

(Mackrill et al., 2013a,b,c). The work has described the notion that understanding sound is of 

value in enabling patients to habituate and accept a hospital ward soundscape. Importantly, 

through achieving this acceptance and habituation a more positive subjective response can be 

formed by patients in relation to the soundscape. Relating this to Desmet and Pohlmeyer 

(2013), the sound of the space becomes meaningful and an ‘object’ that is to be designed in 

order to improve the hospital experience. A concept and approach is needed for facilitating 

this. 

AIM 

Part A of this article describes the sound level measurement of a cardio-thoracic hospital 

ward soundscape and compares this to other reported sound levels. This demonstrates some 

of the limitations in relying on this single analysis method for improving the hospital 

soundscape. Part B discusses a framework for future investigation to consider how acoustic 

metrics are important in creating a basic soundscape but how visually communicating 

elements of the soundscape might hold much value in enhancing the experience of the space.  

PART A: WHAT DOES A HOSPITAL WARD SOUND LIKE? 

In order to describe the process outlined in Part B we first need an understanding of a hospital 

ward soundscape. Here we describe a cardio-thoracic (CT) ward soundscape at a large UK 

University Hospital during a one month period in summer 2010. 

 
RECORDING SOUNDS 

Twenty six sound recordings were made within the CT ward. Recordings were made using a 

Bruel and Kjaer SonoScout Binaural recording device. The device used microphones attached 

to each side of a headphone set worn by the researcher. This recorded left and right channels 

with sample rate of 43 units per second. The device was calibrated, using a 98dB pure tone 

within the device’s bespoke software before the sound recordings were made. Each recording 
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lasted a total 310 seconds to ensure that the broad character of the soundscape was captured 

and to increase the chance of obtaining the keynote (distinguishing) sounds (Truax, 1984). 
Recordings were made within the main corridor, a male ward patient bay and male 

step-down intensive care patient bay (Figure 1). Fewer recordings were made within the ward 

bays in respect of patient privacy. All recordings were made between 10am and 2pm dictated 

by the access allowed to the ward.  

 

Figure 1. Layout of ward with markings of recordings locations 

 

ANALYSIS  

Sound pressure level was analyzed using the Bruel and Kjaer SonoScout analysis software. 

All data was then converted to MS Excel format to enable further analysis. The continuous 

equivalent noise level (Leq) was calculated for each area corridor, ward patient bay and step 

down patient bay for the entire 310sec recording period. This was done using the equation 

below to describe the sound levels over the 310sec recording period in a single decibel value 

taking into account the total sound energy over the period. 

 
Figure 2.  Equation used to calculate continuous equivalent noise level (Leq) 
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Additionally frequency counts of sound sources were made to assess the predominant 

sound source features of the soundscape using the coding procedure of Poxon et al (2009). 

This categorized the sound sources for each recording at one second intervals by the 

researcher by listening to each recording to arrive at a comprehensive list of sound sources 

and frequency of occurrence.   

RESULTS  

THE SOUNDSCAPE OF THE HOSPITAL WARD 

The coding categorization process (Table 1) showed the percentage contribution of each 

source category within the soundscape.  This coding revealed that the majority (46%) of 

sounds came from occupational duties and human sounds (42.2%). Surprisingly medical 

equipment made up a smaller frequency (10.2%). 
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Table 1. Soundscape coding schedule and percentage contribution of all sources from 
corridor and bay locations 

 
 
Source category 

 
 
Sub source 

 
 
Selection of descriptions 

 
Percentage contribution 
of sound sources to the 

soundscape 
 

Human People 
Patients 

Talking background, 
Footsteps 
Screaming, Coughing 

 
42.2% 

Occupational Bin 
Cleaning 
Room 
Computer 
Curtains 
Door 
Draw 
Equipment 
File 
Floor Cleaner 
Phone 
Trolley 
Object 
Tap 
Wheel Chair 

Opening/closing 
Sterilizing machine 
Tapping 
Closing/opening 
Slamming, opening, closing 
Opening/closing 
Hissing, Squeaking 
Clip closing 
Buffer 
Ringing 
Passing, Rattling 
Banging, Cups jingling, 
Dropping, 
Running water 
Moving (squeaking) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

46% 

Other TV TV sounds 1% 
Medical Monitors 

Equipment 
Beeping, Fast beep 
High pitch beep, ripping 
sound 

 
10.2% 

External sounds Car Alarm 
Car Passing 

Alarm ringing 
Car passing hum 

 
0.6% 

 
"

Sound sources within the patient bays differed minimally showing consistent trends to 

in the composition of the soundscape (Table 2). It is of interest to note that human sounds 

were the most common, for example nurses interacting with patients during observations. 

Occupational sounds within these areas included trolleys passing but also the sound of bins 

and cleaning within the ward bays. Unsurprisingly, medical sounds with beeping from 

monitors and alarm devices were noted more frequently in the patient bays than the corridors. 

This was expected, as patients were extensively monitored. External sounds heard through 

windows were noted within these spaces. 
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Table 2. Sound sources for corridor and ward bay areas. 

 
 
 
Source category 
 

 
Source percentage 

contribution in corridor areas 
(%) 

 

 
Source percentage 

contribution in ward bay 
areas (%) 

 
Human 
 

 
43.3 

 
38.7 

 
Occupational 
 

 
50.0 

 
33.3 

 
Medical equipment 
 

 
1.3 

 
25.3 

 
Other 
 

 
5.4 

 
0 

 
External sounds 
 

 
0 

 
2.7 

 

 The majority of recordings (n=17) were taken within the ward corridor locations. The 

sound level recorded within this location was 62.27 SPL dBLeq. Within the Patient bays a 

sound level of 56.26 SPL dBLeq was recorded. The step down patient bay recorded a higher 

sound level of 61.58 SPL dBLeq. These similarities can be seen in analysis of the sound levels 

over the recording period with slightly higher levels seen in the corridor and step down 

patient bays compared to patient bays (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Sound pressure level analysis for each recording location. Note, that the corridor 

and step down patient bay areas have very similar patterns in sound pressure level 

DESCRIBING THE HOSPITAL WARD SOUNDSCAPE 

Akansel and Kaymakci (2008) reported that sound levels ranged from 49-89dB(A) with a 

mean of 65dB(A) within a coronary care ward. The presented results recorded sound levels of 

56.26-62.27 SPL dBLeq. The results are comparable not only with Akansel and Kaymakci 

(2008) but also with Pope (2010) and Juang et al. (2010) who reported mean sound levels to 

be 63dB and 52.6-64.6dB respectively.  Categorising the sound sources within the CT 

soundscape revealed a variety of different sources. Siebein and Skelton (2009) classified 

hospital sounds as those from outside, medical equipment, conversational sounds, and 

occupational sound. Additionally, Juang et al. (2010) found through questionnaires that 

nurses reported the major noise sources to be talking of patients and family members, 

shouting of nursing staff, rolling trolley wheels, and children playing, along with doors 

opening and closing.  These concur with occupational and human sound being the 

predominant sound sources recorded within the CT ward. Therefore, hospital soundscapes 

appear to contain similar sound sources which arguably create similar soundscapes across 
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hospital ward settings. A limitation is that this does not describe the character of sound. The 

data is useful to report on sound control within the setting. However, a potential danger of 

this type of assessment is that sound is seen as a by-product and dealt with as waste 

management (Brown and Muhar, 2004).  

This is highlighted by Figure 4, which depicts the soundscape during the moment 

where a patient was screaming. During this period the sound pressure levels are reasonable in 

the setting of a hospital ward. Would this sound pressure level result in a negative response? 

Knowing that a patient is crying out may be perceived as either negative or positive 

depending on the context regardless of the measured sound pressure level. 

In this situation, understanding the meaning of and reason for hospital sounds may be 

of value. An opportunity therefore exists to consider this information, the communication 

embedded within the soundscape, as that of a design object. This might help the everyday 

listener to, as Fowler (2013) observes, characterize the presence and meaning of sound in 

terms of human experience, and sound as mediated language between the listener and the 

environment. 

 

 
Figure 4. Source and metric coding showing the limitations of relying on metrics due to 

response elicited by patient crying out. 
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PART B: CONSIDERING THE SOUNDSCAPE AS A ‘DESIGNED’ 
OBJECT 

Part A has demonstrated that measuring sound level, although important, may not help to 

improve the soundscape for positive experience. There is a need to develop and describe a 

design process to convey the information of sound in order for users to become accustomed 

to the potentially alarming sounds sampled in hospital wards (Hojlund and Kinch, 2014).  

INTENT IN DESIGN AND SOUNDSCAPES 

Communication in the soundscape can be likened to the communication a artifact has 

between the designer and the consumer. This communication has been explored and clarified 

in research by Crilly et al. (2008) who suggest that the relationship between how an artifact is 

intended to be experienced and how they are in reality is largely disconnected. Crilly et al 

(2008) depicts an interpersonal communication perspective between the designer and 

consumer and elaborates on how the artifact mediates between the designer and the consumer 

(Crilly et al., 2008, p, 22).  

Although sound is intangible in comparison to a physical artifact such as a lamp or 

chair, the principles in the relationship between the soundscape/acoustic designer and the 

everyday listener (a patient exposed to the sounds of a hospital ward) are similar. Indeed, 

McGregor et al (2014), in a similar way to Crilly et al (2008), has shown the disconnect 

between what sound designers hear and what every day listeners hear with regard to different 

sound compositions within interactive technology and media. To examine the difference 

between listeners’ understanding three methods were used for each of the 10 sound clips; 

classification, visualization and a survey. It was found that designers understanding of sound 

are more broadband than that of the everyday listener. The sound designers possessed a more 

detailed understanding of sound noting specific qualities whereas the everyday listener had a 

limited understanding of sound. In a sound clip of flute music the designer identified 15 

sound events along with a fuller description of it. Importantly, when these responses were 

visualized these sound events and descriptions were depicted more narrowly for the everyday 

listeners. McGregor et al (2014) demonstrates the use of visual information as a means to 

understand different aspects between listeners interpretation of sound. This potentially 

strengthens the argument of visual information of sound being an information source.   
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Previous work by the as has shown that understanding the information contained 

within the hospital soundscape provides the basis for a more positive experience of the 

soundscape (Mackrill et al., 2013a,b). Hojlund and Kinch, (2014) supports this through 

producing a set of furniture for children to use in order to explore the surroundings of a 

hospital ward whilst visiting a relative or friend in hospital. This was to “demystify” the 

unusual sounds of the ward and facilitate habituation towards the soundscape and situations 

as a whole. The authors conclude that the furniture was successful in enabling children to 

focus more on visiting the relative than the unusual hospital environment with faster 

habituation.  

In relating this to Crilly et al. (2008) we suggest that accessing the information within 

a design may moderate the subsequent response to it: the disconnect between intent and 

experience is reduced. Information may be explicitly given to the consumer of the artifact 

(here the sound), making the meaning accessible.   

As the acoustics parameters for hospital soundscapes are stringent due to regulation 

(see: WHO (Berglund et al., 2000) and UK Department of Health Health Technical 

Memorandum 08-01: Acoustics (2008)) this limits creativity in the soundscape design. 

However, using information to create knowledge within individuals exposed to the 

soundscape might provide an opportunity to overcome this.  

Research exploring the interpretation of hospital sound suggests that a patient’s notion 

of control towards a negative event or stressor may be mitigated by simply having 

information about the source of the stress (Topf, 2000). This is associated with elements of 

control which individuals may feel they have towards the soundscape. In essence, 

information on the sounds may act as an emotion-focused controlling mechanism (Folkman, 

2008). Appreciating the reason why a person is crying out or why there may be a particularly 

high number of monitors in an area may mediate negative feelings towards the soundscape. 

Physical representation through visual communication may be a way for soundscape 

designers to assist listeners in reaching this state. Based on this notion, the soundscape does 

not become one of numbers but one that can provide clear communication to those who 

experience it. This may help in the design of hospital soundscapes as the relationship between 

sounds within the environment can be made conceptually ‘tangible’.  
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LEARNING FROM SOUND ART 

Sound art can be used to discuss a position that explores sound in a more abstract way than 

acoustics. Carlyle (2012) comments that sound art is art that takes as its subject sound and 

explores the relationship people have to the sounds that surround them. Likewise Cox’s 

(2009) description of sound art reports: 

Just as objects fill visual space, noise is what fills the auditory field: the hum of 

fluorescent lights, the rustling of leaves or fabric, the sound of traffic, radio static – 

all of these combined. It is from this background that any signal comes to the fore, 

temporarily drawing our attention to it and way from background noise. (p. 20). 

What both these definitions provide is the sense that sound has a shaping influence on us and 

art can be used to create positive experiences through sound.  

Contemporary sound art has not ignored the context of hospital spaces. New ways of 

improving hospital soundscapes are being explored which are moving away from sound 

control through a more artistic approach. Recently Brian Eno created generative music for the 

reception area of a new UK hospital along with a special soundtrack and light installation 

within a quiet room to enable patients, staff and visitors to escape (Sherwin, 2013).    

In a 24 piece installation first displayed in 2008, Transplant created by Wainwright 

and Wynne (2008) represents the visual (photographic) and auditory experience of heart 

transplant surgery. The audio recordings of the environment, conversations and medical 

equipment provide a detailed auditory record of the soundscape. It is possible that through 

work like this, the soundscape of a hospital may be most accurately represented and detailed. 

In this example, art enables the listener to actively engage in the sounds of the space and 

consider meaning and information held within them. 

VISUALLY COMMUNICATING THE HOSPITAL SOUNDSCAPE  

Based on the presented sound level analysis and examples, the authors present a conceptual 

model to show how both acoustic measurement and sound art can combine to design hospital 

soundscape visual communication. Within packaged goods, visual information is important 

as it communicates product attributes and brand values which influences behaviour along 

with subjective response (Schoomans et al., 2010). Visualizing sound just as that of a product 

may hold benefits for the hospital environment.  
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Figure 5 depicts the level of engagement that different stakeholders have in the 

hospital soundscape. Acousticians are most interested in the acoustic performance of the 

space and how to meet legislation. Sound artists may be more interested in the meaning and 

detailed nuances of the soundscape. What both these stakeholders have is a state of ‘listening 

in search’ (Truax, 1984). That is, both are engaged in analytical listening to understand the 

soundscape. In the middle we position the everyday listeners of the soundscape (patients, 

staff, visitors), those that might be in a state of either ‘background listening’ (Truax, 1984) 

tuned out through reading or another activity, or ‘listening in readiness’ (Truax, 1984) where 

one is ready to respond to signals from the soundscape, a nurse attentive to alarms. 

 

 
Figure 5. Adapted model from Jennings & Cain, 2013. 

 

Information about the soundscape (acoustics or art) could be given to the everyday 

listener (Figure 6). However, a level of abstraction is formed from which only experts may 

draw meaning from numerical representation of acoustics or artistic expression of sound. 

 

 
Figure 6. Level of abstraction offered by acoustics and sound art 

 

Visually communicating the soundscape by detailing the predominant sound sources 

may help distinguish the “cacophony” (Mackrill et al., 2013a) of hospital sounds to produce 

a hi-fi, or clear sonic environment which is perceived as more positive (Truax, 1984). This 
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may not simply be because of acoustics but because of the increase in tacit knowledge which 

visual communication may facilitate (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Positive experience through designed information positioned between acoustics 

and art. 

 

Acoustics can design the ‘basic’ requirements of the soundscape to eliminate ‘noise’ 

and comply with the guidelines and recommendation (Jennings & Cain, 2013). Notions from 

sound art can then be used to act as a creative influence to visually communicate the 

soundscape to the everyday listener. This fulfills Carlyle’s (2012) definition of sound art that 

it does not necessarily create sound itself but is a medium that relates to or represents the 

sounds around us. This is where we propose visual communication of the soundscape in-situ.   

Fowler (2013) observes that although dB(A) and psychoacoustic measures are 

beneficial to scientists, how this information becomes manifested and disseminated through 

visual language of mappings or diagrams that are engaging to designers is a particular 

challenge. We suggest that this is also a challenge for everyday listeners exposed to the 

soundscapes of spaces, and a visual language to mediate understanding of a hospital 

soundscape is required. Visually communicating the soundscape would investigate 

“soundscape competence”, the tacit knowledge listeners have about the structure of 

environmental sound (Truax, 1984): 

Such knowledge is representation of the rules which are understood to operate in 

complex sound input to make it meaningful…The pattern of familiar sound through 

repetition, does enter long-term memory in terms of its features that have been used to 

decode it combined with the environmental context in which it is typically heard.     

(p. 71). 
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Exploring and designing this visual communication may help support people’s 

experience of the hospital soundscape and broadly the environment. For example, through 

illustrations and words presented on hospital walls or in a booklet, everyday listeners could 

engage with the soundscape information, yet at the times of background listening (talking to 

relative or reading) individuals may be able to ignore this additional feature of the 

soundscape. People may engage in the soundscape via information which may facilitate 

habituation and acceptance to the soundscape in an effort to derive more positive experiences. 

Indeed, simple sound source information regarding the CT ward soundscape has been shown 

to have an effect (Mackrill et al., 2013a). The challenge for design research is to understand 

how to design visual communication of sound within the healthcare setting for a more 

positive experience. 

THE APPROACH 

In order to make the discussion of practical use a model is created in order to conceptualize 

the potential benefit of the approach. The soundscape as planned and experienced is mediated 

by visual communication of sound thus helping the everyday listener interpret the soundscape 

(Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8. Visual soundscape communication as a mediating factor to produce an understood 

hospital soundscape 
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The mode of presentation needs to be considered. Fowler (2013) has recently written 

on the techniques used by design studios to consider the auditory landscape and describes a 

number of methods. Sensory mapping, whereby analytical methods track topography, surface 

texture and auditory features of an environment and note the location of sound marks and 

keynote sound. Similarly, sound diagrams or descriptions of sound might be used to highlight 

particular acoustic features (Fowler, 2013). Keynote sounds of each hospital ward could be 

presented on floor plans, thereby enhancing the relationship between the soundscape and the 

listener. This has begun to be explored by the authors at a design for behaviour change 

workshop where participants (n=13) in groups of three were asked in groups to draw on 

sketch plans, their perception of a café soundscape (Figure 9). By looking at these figures we 

suggest that readers of the article may build a mental image of the soundscape which would 

help them understand the soundscape before and during experiencing them.  

 

 
Figure 9. Soundscape maps depicting the soundscape of a cafeteria during a workshop event 

 

A similar approach may be of benefit in healthcare as a visual soundscape map of 

hospital spaces presented on walls may help with the common problem of wayfinding within 

the healthcare setting (Rousek and Hallbeck, 2011). As the use of auditory memory is 

commonly used within visually impaired individuals (Fowler, 2013), those with normal 

visual acuity could use this visual communication to more deeply understand the sounds of a 

space. Further, a description of the sound sources within the space may complement this. 
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This moves sound from what is considered a negative environmental component to an feature 

that is understood.  

We suggest that displaying the information and meaning of sound offers a means to 

“enable, optimize, and facilitate wellbeing-promoting-thoughts and behaviour” (Desmet and 

Pohlmeyer, 2013) in hospitals by creating a visual object with which people can understand 

their current situation. Using the example of the CT ward creative displays on the walls 

describing the different sound source categories of human, occupational, medical and 

external may help patients understand the sonic environment they are in. Further, doing so 

may enhance patient coping within hospital spaces, as highlighted earlier. Indeed it has 

already been shown that simple communication of sound features can be positive (Mackrill et 

al., 2013b). Empirical testing of visual communication of the soundscape will facilitate and 

develop the concept further. This is similar to the work Hojlund and Kinch, (2014) who state 

users should be given the opportunity to not only listen to differentiated sounds derived from 

the atmosphere (hi-fi soundscapes) but control them through embodied gestures and 

synchronize them with their own rhythm. However, to achieve this simple and demographic 

specific methods are needed that can be accessible to all patients and are cost effective to 

implement.  

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The proposed model is by no means conclusive. Many of the factors that affect soundscape 

perception do not relate to the sound itself (Jennings & Cain, 2013). These include variations 

in demographics, activity, time and space. Indeed, due to the diversity of users of the space, 

the approach may be positioned more for creating patient benefit than for staff. However, it is 

hoped that by creating a basic soundscape using acoustics that limits a ‘poor’ soundscape, 

visual communication of sound may help make sound positive within the context of the 

hospital space and users. Future work might now explore the conceptual notions expressed 

here in a rigorous manner to determine how visual communication of hospital sound is 

presented and how it alters patient response and behaviour. 

FINAL REMARKS 
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Considering the information in sound and using that as a visual object with which to 

design, along with the acoustics of a space, may be a new step in the design of hospital 

spaces. This allows opportunities to explore visual communication design in the area of 

soundscapes. We acknowledge that using acoustics to get soundscapes ‘right’ is important. 

However it is learning from sound art and design that may enable a positive hospital 

soundscape to be achieved. This might not be through the addition of a sound per-se but 

through creatively communicating the information contained within the soundscape to enable 

the everyday listener to interpret a cacophony of hospital sounds more positively. As Hojlund 

and Kinch (2014) comment, articulation of a design strategy is needed that does not create a 

temporary distraction, but resonates with the user. Visual communication might be this 

medium.  
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